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Outline

• Why should we care about Lake Simcoe?
• Lake Simcoe’s phosphorus pollution and sources
• Lake Simcoe Protection Act and Plan
• Lake Simcoe Protection Plan Review in 2020
• Protect Our Plan asks



Lake Simcoe 
Watershed 

Tourism and recreation bring an 
estimated $420 million each year 
for the local economy.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is the Lake Simcoe watershed and subwatersheds. What happens on the land here, affects the lake. We call it home, and we all have our own reasons for loving it. But there are also important economic reasons for protecting Lake Simcoe’s water quality.Tourism and recreation bring an estimated $420 million each year for the local economy (1)  “There are four main user groups that represent 65% of the visitors to the regiono Outdoor recreationo Visiting friends and relativeso Fishingo Going to a cottage There is a high interest in sustainability by all user groups (2)1) Green Analytics and Lake Simcoe Region Conservation Authority, 2017. Valuing Natural Capital in the Lake Simcoe watershed.2) From: Visitor Travel and Spending Patterns Report Ryerson UniversityMay 2015https://www.htmresearch.ca/wp-content/uploads/2016/06/May-2015-Simcoe-Visitor-Report.pdf



Natural Capital

The value of ecosystem goods and services 
provided by the Lake Simcoe watershed are 
worth more than $975 million per year. 

Ecosystem Services include:
• Carbon storage
• Water storage/flood prevention
• Water filtration
• Climate regulation
• Shade 
• Prevention of soil erosion

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Increasingly people are learning about the intelligence of protecting nature. That’s because people have been able to quantify the value of the services that nature provides for free.The value of ecosystem goods and services provided by the Lake Simcoe watershed are worth more than $975 million per year. Ecosystem Services include:Carbon storageWater storage/flood preventionWater filtrationClimate regulationShade Prevention of soil erosionFor more information: https://www.lsrca.on.ca/Shared%20Documents/reports/Ecosystem-Service-Values.PDF



Presenter
Presentation Notes
One of the ecosystem services that natural features provide is filtering pollutants before they reach the lake. The most long standing problem for lake Simcoe has been phosphorus. Review Lake Simcoe’s Phosphorus problem and sourcesThis is the Maskinonge River, Keswick, in 2002, choked with duckweed, resulting from excess phosphorus and other nutrient loads.Have about twice as much Phosphorus going into the lake as what is natural P is naturally occurring, found in soils, dust, sediment in streams, farms, exposed soils and runoff from development, sewage.It’s a fertilizer. Makes plants grow.Plants die, and in the process oxygen is consumed, which results in lower levels of oxygen in the water. Lake trout and whitefish can’t thrive in low oxygen levels. 



Ministry of the 
Environment, 
Conservation 
and Parks, Lake 
Simcoe 
Phosphorus 
Reduction 
Strategy 
(Toronto: MECP, 
2010) page 12. 
Online: 
https://www.on
tario.ca/page/la
ke-simcoe-
phosphorus-
reduction-
strategy

Lake Simcoe 
Region 
Conservation 
Authority and 
Ministry of the 
Environment 
Data Sets on 
phosphorus 
loading from 
2002-2007.
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Lake Simcoe Phosphorus Sources

Atmospheric (19 t/yr)

STPs (5 t/yr)

Septics (4 t/yr)

Holland Marsh and smaller
polders (3 t/yr)

Watershed stream:urban runoff
and stormwater (22.7 t/yr)

Watershed stream: rural and
agricultural (18.3 t/yr)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Review LS P problem and sourcesSeptic systems: 6% All septic systems release some PSTP is sewage treatment plant: 7% . This has been cut in half almost over the past ten years, as technological improvements are made at our STPs around the lake. The only measurable reductions we’ve seen recently come from this source. Atmospheric comes from dust from roads, farms, and aggregate operationsWatershed streams: 56%. Broken down it’s 31% from urban runoff and stormwater – this is the biggest source and a municipal responsibility to manage. 25% rural and agricultural. Natural buffers and wetlands and other best management practices can help move the needle here. Lots of improvements have already been made. Not realistic to expect a lot more reductions from farming. 

https://www.ontario.ca/page/lake-simcoe-phosphorus-reduction-strategy


Ministry of the Environment, Conservation and Parks, Lake Simcoe Phosphorus Reduction Strategy (Toronto: MECP, 
2010) page 7. Online: https://www.ontario.ca/page/lake-simcoe-phosphorus-reduction-strategy

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is the big picture  - Why we must act and what the LSPP aims to achieve.Phosphorus target set in LSPP, 44 tonnes / year by 2045Phosphorus Reduction Strategy (PRS) was released in 2010, with 5 year reviews. It identifies actions that should be taken by each sectors responsible for P loading. The Phosphorus Reduction Strategy is supposed to be the road map for achieving the P load target but it doesn’t get there.  See the gap between the dotted line and the solid blue line at 2045.PRS could be more prescriptive and effective. It is assumed that new technologies are going to help reach the target. I do not find this comforting. On the bright side, this chart assumes that IF we implement the Lake Simcoe Protection Plan that we will bring P loads down. It also shows us that IF we don’t implement the LSPP, P loads are going to go back up again. There is no doubt at ALL that we need to take action to save the lake. 

https://www.ontario.ca/page/lake-simcoe-phosphorus-reduction-strategy


What was 
strengthened 
under the 
LSPP?

• Natural heritage and hydrologic feature 
protection and setbacks;

• Mandatory septic system inspection within 100 
m of water features;

• Protection for smaller wetlands;
• Tougher STP Phosphorus caps;
• Mandatory inclusion of subwatershed plans in 

municipal Official Plans;
• Better science, monitoring, and oversight by LSSC 

and LSCC;
• Provincial staff at MoECP and Provincial funding 

($20million);
• Improved stormwater management guidelines;
• Enabled Lake Simcoe Phosphorus Offset Program 

and Phosphorus Reduction Strategy.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Lake Simcoe Protection Act (2008) and Plan (2009) are very helpful and have driven improvements in the lake’s health.What was strengthened under the LSPP? Natural heritage and hydrologic feature protection and setbacks;Mandatory septic system inspection within 100 m of water features;Protection for smaller wetlands;Tougher STP Phosphorus caps;Mandatory inclusion of subwatershed plans in municipal Official Plans;Better science, monitoring, and oversight by LSSC and LSCC;Provincial staff at MoECP and Provincial funding ($20million);Improved stormwater management guidelines;Enabled Phosphorus Offset Program for new major development;Enabled Lake Simcoe Phosphorus Reduction Strategy.



Lake Simcoe 
Protection Plan 
Review, 2019

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Lake Simcoe Protection Act says that the Province must review the Lake Simcoe Protection Plan every 10 years, and in so doing, must consult with Lake Simcoe Coordinating Committee and Science Committee, municipalities in the watershed, the Lake Simcoe Region Conservation Authority, and public bodies that could be affected. Members of the public must also be given an opportunity to participate in the review. The Rescue Lake Simcoe Coalition is working up to the review, through our “Protect Our Plan” campaign, by educating people about the health of the lake and the Lake Simcoe Protection Act and Plan. We have also drafted an initial set of recommendations and asked our 25 member groups to contribute to the Protect Our Plan priorities. 



Protect Our Plan: Priorities for the Review of 
the Lake Simcoe Protection Plan 

1. Develop sector-specific interim targets to achieve the 44 tonnes per year 
phosphorus loading target of the LSPP. Measure, monitor and adapt 
through an improved Phosphorus Reduction Strategy;

2. Protect 40% of the watershed’s greenspace, using a variety of tools, to 
achieve the high-quality natural cover target of the LSPP;

3. Add the Lake Simcoe Climate Change Adaptation Strategy policies to the 
LSPP in order to reduce phosphorus loads, mitigate the impacts of 
climate change, and increase natural cover; 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The RLSC set out its priorities for the LSPP Review, starting in early spring 2019.Our top three are:Develop sector-specific interim targets to achieve the 44 tonnes per year phosphorus loading target of the LSPP. Measure, monitor and adapt through an improved Phosphorus Reduction Strategy;Protect 40% of the watershed’s greenspace, using a variety of tools, to achieve the high-quality natural cover target of the LSPP;Add the Lake Simcoe Climate Change Adaptation Strategy policies to the LSPP in order to reduce phosphorus loads, mitigate the impacts of climate change, and increase natural cover; These recommendations , and more, have been sent to all Lake Simcoe MPPs.Full recommendations are here: https://rescuelakesimcoe.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/03/Protect_Our_Plan-LSPP_Ask_Mr_23.pdf
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
****WATER IS NOT INCLUDED IN THE PIE CHARTIn the lead up to the LSPP review, the RLSC questioned how well protected our watershed’s greenspaces are. We used existing mapping data, and analyzed how well various policies actually protect the natural feature.  The RLSC and U of Guelph mapped the policies that apply to landscape features across Simcoe County and the Lake Simcoe watershed, using County/Region and provincial maps and data sources. Reports are here: https://rescuelakesimcoe.org/about-us/accomplishments/lake-simcoe-greenlands-project/#more-256The maps show us how much of our landscape is “best protected” by strong provincial policies that protect PSWs, significant woodlands, ANSIs etc. (14% in Simcoe County, 21% in the LS watershed). 	Point is, we do not have a plan to achieve 40% high quality natural cover, and 21% well protected is still a ways away from 40% high quality, protected.We are calling for an increase in the amount of land that is essentially permanently protected by provincial policies, through the LSPP review, as well as an increased focus on protecting the linkages between well-protected patches of natural heritage. We do see a higher percentage of lands in the best protected category in the LS watershed vs Simcoe County. This is thought to be due in part to the LSPP, GB Plan, and the Oak Ridges Moraine CP, which both require the ID and protection of Natural Heritage features. The degree to which lands are protected from land use changes in the “moderate policy protection” category varies, as this category includes a large number of policies, from those that protect setbacks around “best protected” areas, to ORMCP to LSPP policies. The full legend is available in the report.  One of the key findings of this research was that regions and municipalities’ own identification and protection of natural features varies greatly, with York Region appearing to be a shining example of investing in the protection of trees and natural cover. Their strategy is one to examine and use as a model.York Region Forest Management Plan 2016 https://www.york.ca/wps/wcm/connect/yorkpublic/b2d2d00f-9736-4ae5-b459-b67c55da8f97/York_Region_Forest_Management_Plan+2017.pdf?MOD=AJPERES&CVID=mu9cLanThe LSRCA has a robust Natural Heritage System and strategy, which aims to increase natural cover, and beef up the protection and restoration of linkages between protected features. The Rescue Lake Simcoe Coalition would like to see all Municipalities adopt the LSRCA’s NHS. https://www.lsrca.on.ca/Shared%20Documents/board/SHAUNA%20-%20NSHRS%20Presentation-BOD_June%2022,%202018.pdf



Helpful municipal 
actions – protecting 
nature

• Use and enforce an 
ambitious tree cover 
bylaw

• Increase naturalization of 
public space

• Proactively protect 
wetlands

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What can you do?Prepare for the LSPP review by talking to the Rescue Lake Simcoe Coalition and reviewing our priorities: https://rescuelakesimcoe.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/03/Protect_Our_Plan-LSPP_Ask_Mr_23.pdfLocally, there is lots to do, but we have highlighted a few key actions. One, protect nature. Ie….Use and enforce an ambitious tree cover bylaw – a model was provided to all municipalities – it’s with the Simcoe County Foresters https://www.ontariowoodlot.com/images/Tree_Conservation_By-law_Template_Jan-2013.pdfIncrease naturalization of public space, using native species, particularly on shorelines and riverbedsProactively protect wetlands



Helpful municipal 
actions - development

• Enforce sediment and 
erosion bylaws

• Continually improve 
stormwater management

• Insist on Low Impact 
Development 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
New urban / suburban growth has the biggest growing impact on the lake of any of the sources of P. The Province’s Phosphorus Reduction Strategy says,“Under the Plan all new developments are required to have enhanced stormwater management controls in place, … [but] analysis indicates the phosphorus load from these new developments would be 15.3 T/yr. Additional analysis indicates that combining “Enhanced” stormwater management controls with LID practices would reduce the phosphorus load from new development to 9.2 T/yr.While the Strategy and the Plan strongly encourage that effective measures are taken to mitigate and reduce phosphorus contributions from new development wherever possible, significant phosphorus loadings from development will occur and should be offset in some way.” (PRS pg 30) So to reduce this impact you need to enforce sediment and erosion bylaws;Continually improve stormwater management; set up a stormwater fee to ensure there is money for maintenance;Protect green space and wetlands to increase water absorption, to help mitigate flooding impacts, and to reduce soil erosion;Insist on Low Impact Development.



Helpful municipal 
actions – water 
quality

• Water conservation and 
reuse

• Maintain or lower STP 
loads 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Municipalities have a big role to play in implementing the LSPPBe ambitious, be progressive, think of the future People really value the health of the lake, and they want natural spaces and creatures around.You can reduce your municipality’s phosphorus pollution by running water conservation and reuse programs;Keep your municipal Sewage Treatment Plant cap where it is now, and lower it as time goes on;



MODEL COUNCIL RESOLUTION
Councils can demonstrate their commitment to protecting the health of Lake Simcoe by                       
passing the following resolution:

WHEREAS a healthy environment provides the foundation for healthy communities, healthy 
people, and a healthy economy; and
WHEREAS the passage of the Lake Simcoe Protection Act received unanimous, all party support 
in the Ontario legislature in 2008;
THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, THAT the Town of Bradford West Gwillimbury calls on the Ontario 
Government to demonstrate its commitment to clean water and protecting what matters most 
in the provincial statutory review of the Lake Simcoe Protection Plan, by ensuring that provisions 
in the Lake Simcoe Protection Plan that protect water quality are not weakened and that policies 
protecting natural heritage be strengthened, in order to meet the targets of the Lake Simcoe 
Protection Plan; and
THAT the Ontario Government be requested to work collaboratively with affected Provincial 
Ministries and all levels of government, including First Nations and Métis, to achieve the goals 
and targets of the Lake Simcoe Protection Plan and to resource the programs that improve Lake 
Simcoe's water quality during the provincial statutory review of the Lake Simcoe Protection Plan; 
and
THAT copies of this resolution be provided to Ontario Premier Doug Ford, Official Opposition 
Leader Andrea Horvath, MPP John Fraser, MPP Mike Schreiner, MPP Mulroney, and MPP Jeff 
Yurek, Minister of the Environment, Conservation and Parks.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I would like you to consider this motion, and aim to pass it in two weeks. Between now and two weeks from now I’m going to try to talk to each of you so that you have the information you need to pass this motion. If there is any discussion or questions I’m happy to discuss those now.Please note that this is really just asking the province to do what is required of them to properly implement the LSPP. Municipalities have a lot of work to do on this file and little current provincial money or resources to do it with. That’s not fair, and that was never the vision for the LSPP. Barrie Council passed this resolution.Oro Medonte passed a resolution that is not as strong as this but is ok.



Follow us on facebook, 
twitter & Instagram

rescuelakesimcoecoalition@ 
gmail.com

www.rescuelakesimcoe.org

Research funding provided by:

mailto:rescuelakesimcoecoalition@gmail.com
http://www.rescuelakesimcoe.org/
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